Ouch!
It’s the
Alaska State Tree

by Bob Armstrong and Marge Hermans
from Southeast Alaska's Natural World

Rich evergreen forests
drape the mountainsides of

Southeast Alaska and soothe the glacierscoured landscape with a thick cloak of
green. Residents and visitors alike grow
hushed and quiet beneath the sifted green
light of canopies sometimes hundreds of
years old.
Some of the largest and most prominent trees in those forests are Sitka spruce,
the species named the Alaska State Tree in
1962.
Sitka spruce are easily distinguished
from the other large conifers that help make
up the forest tapestry. While the needles
of western hemlock, mountain hemlock,
and red or yellow cedar have soft, rounded
ends, Sitka spruce needles end in hard,
sharp points. Wonder if a tree is a spruce?
Just touch a branch, and if it bites you back,
you’ll know it’s the Alaska State Tree.
Sitka spruce are one of 40 species of
spruce found in North America, but they
are the only truly coastal species. They grow
only where there is no summer drought,
and where maritime influences virtually
guarantee fog, high humidity, and plenty of
moisture.
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Southeast Alaska’s climate must be virtually ideal for them. Here they may grow
150 to 250 feet high—taller than a seven- to
10-story building. Their trunks may be five
to eight feet in diameter, and some grow
even larger.
What’s surprising is that the root systems
supporting big trees like these are often
startlingly shallow, as you can see when you
come across big spruce trees blown over
in the forest. Sitka spruce roots may grow
more than five feet a year, but most of that
growth is lateral. In Southeast soil they may
grow down a mere six inches before they’re
stopped by saturated soil.

Partnerships

To help in gathering nutrients (their
other main function besides anchoring the
tree), spruce roots form
mutually beneficial relationships with certain
fungi in the soil. These
mycorrhizal fungi have
extensive networks of
fine threads called hyphae
(HY-fee), which spread
throughout the soil. The
fine threads wrap themselves around young tree
roots and expand the
ability of the roots to
absorb minerals, nitrogen, and water to feed
the tree. In return, the
host tree supplies them
with sugars, which they
cannot produce on their
own because they do
not have chlorophyll
for conducting photosynthesis.
Large older spruce
a n d o th er co n i fe r s
also form partnerships
aboveground. Their
upper branches often
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provide prime conditions for the growth
of lichens that can convert atmospheric
nitrogen into a form that plants can use.
When nitrogen leaches out of the lichens,
or they die and fall to the forest floor, the
nutrients within them become accessible to
the host tree and to plants in the surrounding area. According to some studies, lichens
may contribute as much as 50 percent of the
nitrogen available to trees and other plants
in certain forest settings.

(Preceding page, top)
Sitka spruce needles
are distinctively sharptipped.

(Preceding page,
bottom) One of the
largest Sitka spruce
trees accessible by trail
is found along the
Ward Lake Trail near
Reproduction and growth
Ketchikan. This forest
Al Harris, who served for many years at giant is 215 feet high
the Forestry Sciences Laboratory in Juneau, and more than six feet
wrote in a paper we found on the internet in diameter (measured
about how Sitka spruce trees reproduce. at 10 feet above its
He said that, beginning at about 20 to 40 base). The spruce and
years of age, spruce produce both male and its neighboring trees are
part of a Landmark
Tree Site called Ward
South Landmark
Acre. Many trees in
the site are estimated
to be more than 300
years old.

(Left) Sitka spruce
roots are surprisingly
shallow, making
the trees susceptible
to windthrow, the
primary means of
forest regeneration in
Southeast Alaska. The
root wad Willette Janes
is admiring here is on
Peterson Creek Trail
in North Douglas,
near Juneau.

female cones. The reddish male cones grow
on secondary branches lower down in the
trees. The light-green female cones grow at
the ends of primary branches near the tree’s
top. Male cones release pollen in spring (late
April to early June), and it fertilizes the female cones, which ripen and produce seeds
later that same summer.
Often prompted by dry weather, the
cones usually begin releasing their seeds in
October, then reclose during wet weather.
Apparently most spruce seeds are released
within six weeks, but others remain and are
released throughout the following year.

Female Sitka spruce
cones are usually found
in the top quarter of
the tree.

Sitka spruce crops vary, Harris said, with
good crops occurring at five- to eight-year
intervals in Alaska.
In Southeast Alaska soils are so poor and
there is so much competition from brush,
many spruce seeds may not find suitable
places to grow. If there’s too much water
close to the surface, delicate roots can suffocate. If there’s too little water, the roots
might dry out and wither. In some areas,
rotten wood offers the only suitable seed
bed.
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One of the prettiest sights in Southeast
forests is a large, fallen “nurse log” covered
with moss and a long row of spruce and
hemlock seedlings. The nurse log environment moderates the amount of water and
encourages the growth of mycorrhizal fungi.
As the log decays, it also gradually releases
nutrients to nourish the young trees—and
so an older generation of large trees paves
the way for the growth of succeeding generations.
Sitka spruce grow especially well in three
particular settings in Southeast, and that’s
where some of our largest trees are found.
On deposits of soil
and gravel where
rivers have flooded,
or at the mouths
or junctions of
streams, soil is usually well drained
and it contains extra nutrients. Here
conditions are close
enough to ideal
that spruce often
achieve or almost
achieve their full
growth potential.
Spruce also
grow well in areas
underlain by karst,
heavily eroded limestone and marble bedrock. On karst, acidic water from peatlands
breaks down the minerals in limestone and
marble, making them accessible to growing trees and plants. Underlying caves and
fissures provide good drainage. And rocky
crevices allow tree roots to take hold and
anchor themselves against wind that might
knock them down before they reach their
full potential.
Spruce also grow especially well along
streams where salmon spawn. Studies are

now documenting how salmon carcasses act
as fertilizer and provide nutrients such as
nitrogen and phosphorus that benefit trees
and other plants. One study, in fact, found
that salmon carcasses produced 18 percent
of the nitrogen in streamside trees.

What good is a spruce?

Sitka spruce wood is straight-grained
and strong for its weight. It has traditionally
been used for lumber, oars, planking, masts,
turbine blades, and experimental aircraft.
Tight, straight-grained spruce wood is remarkably resonant, and is prime stock for
making guitar faces and the sounding boards
of high quality pianos.
Native people have long used spruce
roots, which grow long and have few
branchings, in making baskets; and a number
of organizations are exploring new possibilities for creating value-added products that
will generate jobs and income from spruce
and other forest resources.
One group of Southeast residents has
also been locating and measuring some of
Southeast’s biggest Sitka spruce as part of
the Landmark Trees Project. On the first 68
one-acre sites mapped in the Tongass National Forest, which encompasses most of
Southeast’s forests, members of the project
have found Sitka spruce trees well over 200
feet tall, six to eleven feet in diameter, and
more than 300 years old. The oldest probably reach 1,000 years.
Larger and older Sitka spruce seem
to be of the greatest value to wildlife in
Southeast. Brown bears make winter dens
in root cavities of large trees at high elevations. All but one of 14 wolf dens located
in one study on Prince of Wales Island were
in cavities beneath the roots of large trees
(not all spruce).
River otter and mink commonly den in
stream banks stabilized by the roots of large
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trees. And during severe winters Sitka blacktail deer congregate where tall Sitka spruce
and western hemlock with broad canopies
intercept the snow and make browse more
accessible than in open areas.
Among birds, marbled murrelets nest in
Sitka spruce, where sturdy upper branches,
perhaps covered with moss, provide platforms for nesting and takeoff. And nearly 80
percent of 3,850 bald eagle nest trees examined in Southeast were in Sitka spruce. The
trees were generally taller than those around
them and had strong tops and branches.
Add to these uses the simple beauty
of majestic columnar trunks and the delicate brush of rain sifted through a billion
needles, and it seems the choice of our state
tree was a happy one indeed.

In Southeast Alaska
martens raise their
young in snags, fallen
trees, and cavities
beneath the roots of
large old trees such as
Sitka spruce.

Seed Shuckers
Red crossbill,
female

Red squirrels
harvest spruce seeds
by picking ripe
female cones and
stripping them of
their scales as if
they were nibbling
and twirling an ear
of corn.

Red crossbills have
beaks that crisscross
at the tip, a design
especially effective for
removing seeds from
cones. The bird to
the right, with
red plumage, is
a male. This
particular male’s
beak has a
lefthanded cross,
as opposed to the
female’s in the
photo at the top
of the page, which is
righthanded.
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Seeds and cones are
surely important to spruce
trees, but they’re important
to a number of forest animals
as well. Red squirrels and
some groups of both red and whitewinged crossbills depend on spruce seeds
for survival.
A single red squirrel may harvest as
many as 12,000 to 16,000 spruce cones a
year. Some they use at once, but they also
cache great quantities of unopened cones
to serve as food during the winter.
It takes a lot of spruce seeds to make
a meal. The tiny reproductive packets are
about as large as the head of a pin, and it
takes about 210,000 of them to make a
pound. They are tucked inside an inedible
armor of hard, overlapping scales.
Yet it takes a squirrel only minutes to
extract all the seeds from a cone. Holding
the cone in its forepaws the small rodent
will twirl the cone, flinging discarded scales
in all directions, until only the bare rodlike core is left. Then it will move onto
the next. Squirrels leave mounds of cores
and cone-scales in the forest, often around
the trunks of particularly prolific spruce
trees. These middens can be huge—15 to
18 feet in diameter and sometimes three
feet deep—and may serve as caches for
winter supplies of unopened cones.
C ro s s b i l l s — re d
(male) and olive-green
(female) birds in the
finch family—may be
even more efficient
at removing seeds. In
contrast to most other
songbirds, whose upper
and lower beaks meet
in a point, crossbills have upper and
lower mandibles that curve in opposite
directions and crisscross at the tip—a

design especially effective for removing
seeds from cones.
First the birds use a lateral motion
of the lower mandible to separate the
overlapping scales of a cone and expose
the seed. Next, they snake their long

tongue into the gap and pull out the seed.
Finally, they use their beak and tongue to
crack open the seed, discard its woody
covering, and swallow the nutritious inner
kernel.
This whole process takes only a few
seconds, and feeding crossbills repeat it
hundreds or thousands of times a day. Some
studies say crossbills must shuck seeds
nearly constantly to survive, and one study
found a crossbill may ingest about 3,000
seeds a day. That’s not bad work for a
creature who must thwart the defenses of
a tree determined to protect its seeds.

